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Introduction:  In June 2007 NASA proposed the 

addition of a container for caching samples to the 2009 
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) rover. The cache 
would provide a potential future Mars Sample Return 
(MSR) mission with the option of returning a diverse 
set of previously characterized samples. MSL's capa-
bilities—particularly its broad suite of analytical in-
struments, traverse endurance of 20 km, and intended 
lifetime of at least one Martian year—are expected to 
exceed those of a potential future Mars Sample Return 
(MSR) rover.  We were asked to recommend appropri-
ate scientific objectives for the cache and a minimal set 
of requirements deemed necessary to reach them. 

Constraints on the MSL cache:  Factors which 
were found to have implications for the scientific 
scope of the cache included: 1) a directive that the 
cache be minimalist and that it employ MSL's previ-
ously planned capabilities without modification, 2) the 
need for cached samples to tolerate an extended stay 
on Mars, and 3) a desire that the cache be easily re-
trievable.  

Use of MSL's existing capabilities:  Due to the ad-
vanced state of MSL's development at the time of the 
cache's proposed addition, no modifications to the 
rover's systems to support the cache could be made 
other than those crucial to its inclusion. Thus, the 
cache will need to accept samples delivered by MSL's 
already-planned sample-acquisition systems—a pul-
verizing drill and a soil scoop. Both systems will be 
capable of providing powder samples, and the scoop is 
expected to be able to provide small intact rocks as 
well. 

Tolerance of a long stay:  If it is returned, the 
cache is expected to spend 6–10 years on Mars, well 
beyond the designed lifetime of MSL. Certain objec-
tives, such as those which would require detailed 
analysis of volatile gas components of the samples, 
were thought by our team to be incompatible with such 
uncontrolled storage. Based on this and the expectation 
that MSR would retrieve fresh samples in addition to 
the cache, narrow objectives tolerant to the long stay 
were chosen. We expect that the cached samples will 
would nevertheless be more broadly valuable.  

Ease of retrieval:  Easy retrieval of the cache was 
considered to be important since this may increase the 
likelihood of its eventual return. As such, the team 
desired that the cache be compatible with the MSR 
Orbiting Sample (OS) container and that it only oc-
cupy a fraction of the capacity of the OS to leave room 
for samples that would be freshly obtained by a future 
MSR mission. 

Recommendations: 
Scientific Objectives:  The cached samples are ex-

pected to contribute to each of the high-level goals for 
sample return identified by the Mars Exploration Pro-
gram Analysis Group. However, given the constraints 
described above, our team thought the cached samples 
would be best suited for one particular objective: in-
vestigation of the evolution of the surface and interior 
of Mars. This aim is the least sensitive to the storage 
conditions of the samples, particularly to exposure to 
many years of diurnal thermal cycling. 

Sample type:  The science-definition team desired 
that the cache be capable of accommodating both 
rocks and powders but preferred rocks if accommodat-
ing both types was not feasible.  (This was found to 
indeed be the case by the team implementing the 
cache.) 

Cache requirements:  We suggested a small set of 
requirements on the cache intended to—within the 
constraints above—maximize the attractiveness of the  
cached samples for later return. These included re-
quirements applicable to the caching of both powder 
and intact rock samples; however, only those neces-
sary for rocks will be described here. 1) Storage of 
each sample in separate containers is preferred, but 
storage of multiple intact rock samples in a common 
container is considered acceptable if 2) the samples are 
photo-documented using an appropriate MSL imager 
to aid their re-identification upon return to Earth. Fur-
ther characterization and analysis is strongly desired 
whenever possible (using, e.g., ChemCam) but not 
required. 3) The cache should accommodate at least 
five (preferably ten or more) independently collected 
samples. 4) Based on experience from lunar and mete-
oritic samples, it should accept rocks with masses of at 
least ~ 3 g to allow extensive petrological analysis. 5) 
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The materials that will be in direct contact with the 
samples should be chosen to minimize contamination 
and should be chosen in consultation with the Curation 
and Analysis Planning Team for Extraterrestrial Mate-
rials (CAPTEM), and 6) samples of those materials 
should be curated to provide a later reference for un-
derstanding contamination of the returned samples, 
should NASA decide to collect them during a later 
mission. 
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